MACHINE VISION SYSTEM

MYVIS YV260

A Superior Positioning System that
Supercharges Your Productivity

Certified for
ISO9001 and
ISO14001

JQA-0422 JQA-EM0202

A Blend of Innovative Technologies
Brings Unparalleled Performance
The MYVIS YV260 is an advanced machine vision system that delivers
high-speed, high-resolution, and high-performance image recognition.
With the MYVIS YV260, a high-precision positioning system can be
constructed for the semiconductor, FPD, and electronic parts
industries, especially where the objects being handled are getting
larger and where parts must be more densely installed.
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Feature 1: High-resolution Camera

High Digital Resolution of 5,000,000 Pixels
Delivers high-precision processing with a broad field of view.
One part of captured image enlarged.

4-Fold Improvement in Position Detection Precision
Precision in detecting a position has improved by four times
when the same views are compared. (For example, precision
increases for 1 μ m to 0.26 μ m.)
Tiny objects that cannot be distinguished at 300 , 000- pixel
resolution can now be recognized.

300,000 pixels
(640×480)

Precision
1μm

Field of view:
6.4×4.8 mm

Precision

5,000,000 pixels
(2440×2048)

0.26 μ m
Field of view:
6.4×5.4 mm

Larger Field of View with the Same Precision
5,000,000 pixels allows a large object image to be captured in
one view where it previously required multiple views at 300,000.
Tact time can be shortened by reducing machine movements.
The workpiece transfer mechanism and camera shifting
mechanism can be eliminated.
Accuracy in workpiece transfers is less important. ( Even a
symbol that could not be in the view of a camera at 300,000
pixels can now be in the view.)

300,000 pixels

(640×480)
(Field of view: 12.2×9.2 mm)

5,000,000 pixels

(2440×2048)
(Field of view: 46.7×39.3 mm)

Combination of Cameras
with Different Image Formats Possible

Field of view
for the same
workpiece with
a 300,000-pixel
camera

Cameras with different image formats can be used in
combination, depending on applications and equipment.
The same external trigger can be used for all cameras, or a
different trigger can be used for each.
Camera 1 300,000 pixels (30 fps)

A/D
or
RCV

Trigger 1

Camera 2 300,000 pixels (120 fps)

A/D
or
RCV

Trigger 2

Camera 3 2,000,000 pixels (30 fps)

FPGA
A/D
or
RCV

Image
memory

Trigger 3

Camera 4 5,000,000 pixels (15 fps)

A/D
or
RCV

Trigger 4

Camera interface module

Color Cameras Supported
Object

The MYVIS supports digital color cameras, and objects can be
displayed in color.
Colors of images captured by a camera can be adjusted by
using the Look Up Table (LUT) to adjust RGB before the images
are stored in the image memories.
The images are processed in gray scale. The color adjustment
produces effective images for processing.

LUT setup

Image memory
(Images processed by the MYVIS)

Color image after
LUT processing

R
G
B
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Feature 2: High-speed Image Processing and High-speed Filter Functions

Enables High-speed Image Processing
Features High-speed Filtering with ASIC
The time needed to detect a position has been greatly reduced.
What’s more, even images with noise and unclear image can be improved.
Improved Processing Speed
- Two to Four Times Faster than the Previous Model
Template matching is processed at high-speeds thanks to the
improved CPU and ASIC (FPGA). (It is now twice as fast when
subpixel detection mode is OFF, and up to 4 times faster when
subpixel detection mode is ON.)
With the enhanced camera interface (one image input channel
for each of 4 planes), the total processing time for four cameras
has been greatly reduced.

Pre-process Filtering with ASIC
Image inputs are pre-processed at high-speeds by using FPGA.
Images can be improved at high-speeds before image processing
such as pattern matching. (The YV260 can process a 300,000-pixel
image in 2 to 3 ms.) Pre-processing improves unclear images and
images with noise, enabling easy recognition of symbols.

4 camera simultaneous image capturing
Camera
Interface

Image capture synchronized with individual
external trigger for each of 4 cameras

Combination of cameras with different resolutions allowed

Difference

Smoothing

Inter-image operations
Addition, average, subtraction, difference

Emphasizing Lines and Edges

Convolution filter (3×3)
Parameters can be set according to purpose
(such as smoothing, suppressing noise, and emphasizing edges).

Dilation after Erosion

Dilation and erosion
Dilation: A function to fill gaps, such as missing part from an
image of holes or breaks in lines.
Erosion: A function to eliminate noise such as isolated points.

Gray Scale Pattern Matching Function
(Normalized Correlation)
Our proprietary hardware and search algorithm enable
high-speed, high-precision position detection. Multiple position
detection is the default setting of the MYVIS.
The photo on the right shows the detection of the position of an alignment mark
on a glass substrate.

Binary Blob Analysis Function
Our proprietary ASIC enables high - speed processing by
generating binary data.

Search area: 640 ×480
(Full field of view)
Template size: 110 ×110 pixels
Search time:

2.6 ms
(When subpixel mode is OFF)
4.7 ms
(When subpixel mode is ON)

Analysis area: 640 ×480
(Full field of view)
Number of blobs: 4
Processing time: 1.3 ms

The photo on the right shows an example of the blob analysis results.

Edge Detection Function
While scanning the image, the MYVIS can detect gray scale
conversion points under specified conditions with subpixel accuracy.
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The photo on the right shows edge detection results for a ring mark.

Detection area: 64 ×128
Processing time: 2.8 ms

Feature 3: High-precision Processing

MYVIS YV260

High-precision Template Matching
Template detection positions can be identified at the subpixel units.
Test Results of MYVIS Subpixel Detection Mode

Subpixel Detection Function

Detected position (unit: 5 μ m)
MYVIS X
Subpixel: OFF

The MYVIS has proven detection precision of between 1/10 and

MYVIS X
Subpixel: ON

1/5 pixels when used in manufacturing lines.
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The number of detections
This graph shows the detection results of the demonstration MYVIS where a mark is
continuously shifted by 5 μm with a 20 μm/pixel optical system. Changes in detected
pixel values form steps when subpixels are not used, and appear more linear when
they are used. Subpixel detection mode ON provides optimal resolution.

Subpixel: ON
Detected position ＝ (3.52, 3.77)

Subpixel: OFF
Detected position ＝ (3, 3)

Improved Position Detection
with Normalized Correlation Method
Accurate positioning is possible even when the appearance of
a mark changes.
The following examples show incomplete marks. Even though a normalized
correlation score deteriorates as the missing part of the mark gets larger, the
detected positions do not change.

Position X: 319.07
Position Y: 245.11
Correlation score: 0.999

Position X: 319.11
Position Y: 245.21
Correlation score: 0.948

As long as most dots are located near
the straight line in a scatter diagram,
the effect of some dots apart from the
line will be insignificant.

Position X: 319.14
Position Y: 245.20
Correlation score: 0.911

Brightness of
input image (Y)

1

Brightness of
template image (X)

Position X: 319.14
Position Y: 245.07
Correlation score: 0.879

Template Mask
The template mask can be set to accurately detect marks in which
the appearance varies. The photo on the right shows a template
mask being used on a ring mark. Even though a part of the mark is
covered, the mark can still be detected correctly.

Template with masking
(mask is marked in pink)

Part of the mark is covered.

Detection of Positioning Marks of Any Shape
Typical Marks

When there is no mark, you can substitute distinctive forms such
as circuit patterns for the mark.

Pipeline Image Input

Image from
camera

1st image processing

The MYVIS can input and process images simultaneously while
alternatively using plane 1 and plane 2 of the image memory. As
no waiting time is required for image capture, this enables
high-speed processing with a cycle time almost equal to the time
required for image capture.

Image memory 1 Image capture by image memory 1
Image capture
command for
image memory 1
Image capture
completion confirmation
for image memory 1

Image memory 2

2nd image processing

3rd image processing

Image capture by image memory 1
Image capture by image memory 2
Image capture
command for
image memory 2

Image capture
command for
image memory 1

Image capture by image memory 2

Image capture
completion confirmation
for image memory 2
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Feature 4: Instant Alignment

Get Precise Alignment with
a Single Image Capture
Achieves the target precision with a single correction.

Positioning with No Retries Required
(Instant Alignment)
The MYVIS alignment program takes overall machine motions into account, and can recognize the current value of the servo axis at the
alignment stage. High-precision correction for positioning can be done by a one-step process for image recognition and correction. This
one-step-process uses a calibration based on the current position of the servo axis and the mechanical coordinate system plus calculated
corrections in reference to the center of rotation.
Camera 1 Field of View

Camera 2 Field of View
Position of
alignment mark 1
after rotating
by angle (θ )

X axis
correction

Detected position of
alignment mark 2

Y axis
correction
Detected position of
the alignment mark 1

Position of
alignment mark 2
after rotating
by angle (θ )

X and Y move when
rotated by angle (θ )

Angle (θ ) correction
Center of rotation (θ )
for alignment stage

Basic Positioning Calculation
As shown in the figure above, the two alignment mark coordinates are used to perform the calculation in units of servo axis movement.
The inclination from the center of the θ axis is corrected to move the mark to the reference point (target position).
Example:
In the figure at right, the left mark is being centered in the search
area of the left - side camera ( camera 1 ) . This enables various
combinations of processing, including processing center position of
the marks and processing with four cameras.

Camera 1

X

Camera 2

Camera 1

X

θ Target
Y

object

Calibration by Pixel Size
The calibration mark is moved by moving the stage to
obtain the pixel size and the angle of the surface on which
the camera is mounted against the axis of the stage.
Calibration by Center of Rotation
The calibration mark is moved by the rotation of the
stage, and the position of rotational center is calculated
from two detected positions.

Calibration by Pixel Size
X

1st
position

2nd
Inclination θ position
of the camera

Target
object

After Positioning Correction
Calibration by Center of Rotation

Camera field of view

mark
Y Moving the calibration

θ
Y

Before Positioning Correction

Camera 2

θ
Y

X

1st
position

2nd
position
Center of
rotation for
alignment stage

Great Improvement in Correction Values
The photos on the right show an alignment
done by the demonstration MYVIS installed at
the Yaskawa showroom. Even though the
pixel size is about 20 μ m, position has been
corrected to the 2 to 3 μ m level with a single
recognition and correction. If more precision
is required, accuracy can be improved to the
1 μ m level by repeating the correction.
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Recognition Results
(Before Correction)

Results of First Correction

Results of Second Correction

MYVIS YV260

Feature 5: Non-stop Alignment

No Need to Stop for the Camera
Achieves reduced tact time with non-stop alignment.

Non-stop System

NonStop

Tact time is reduced because there is no need to pause the object
in front of the camera to calculate chip misalignment.

2.0-second Tact Time
(Object stops in front of camera.)

1.0-second Tact Time
(Object does not stop in front of camera.)
Non-stop

Stop

Picks up a chip
from the tray

System
Configuration

CCD camera

Mounts the chip

Picks up a chip
from the tray

CCD camera

MECHATROLINK-II

VGA
monitor

MP3300

MECHATROLINK-III

CPU module

Trigger input

SVB-01 module

YV260
Camera

Output of matched point

Mounts the chip

CNTR-01/LIO-01
module

Image

Phase-A pulse
Phase-B pulse

Servo
Drives

Zero position
Workpiece

Matched point
SGLGW

Distance between origin and matched point
(can be set at your discretion)

System Outline
If an external trigger signal is input, the MYVIS outputs a shutter trigger pulse to the camera. The image is captured immediately
after it has been exposed.
When using a Yaskawa MP controller with an LIO-01 module, no sensor is needed for the external trigger, and you can select
any position as the destination for the trigger signal.
Equipment

MP3300 Machine Controller,

Series Servomotor, MYVIS YV260 Machine Vision System

Super luminosity LED light illumination, KP-F31PCL (quad-speed progressive-scan digital camera)
Specifications

Move speed: 1,000 mm/s; camera shutter speed: 1/16,000 s; field of view: 20 mm

Image processing time

Image capture (8.3 ms) + image processing (2.5 ms) + data output (3 ms) =13.8 ms

Positioning correction accuracy

3 to 6 μ m (When pixel size is 30 μ m)

Time chart

External trigger signal input
Pulse output to camera
Image data uploaded
from camera
Image processing executed

Exposure time (shutter speed)

8.3 ms
2.5 ms Varies depending on processing type
Total processing time (13.8 ms)

A timing chart for non-stop alignment
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Application Examples

MYVIS YV260

Instant Alignment System
Semiconductor and FPD Manufacturing Devices

FPD glass processing

Probing

Bonding

Mounting

Molding

Testing

MYVIS Solutions
1 Instant Alignment
Correction need not be repeated to achieve precision. The required precision can be achieved with a single correction.
The MYVIS performance especially stands out with machines that require positioning accuracy with a single try.

2 Simultaneous Image Capturing from 4 Cameras
Waiting time for image captures has been greatly reduced - especially helpful for machines that require multiple cameras.
YV250 (previous model)
Image capturing time
Camera 1
Camera 2
Camera 3
Camera 4

33 ms

Image processing time

16 ms
33 ms

33 ms

16 ms

16 ms

Total processing time for two cameras: 65 ms

33 ms

16 ms

Total processing time for four cameras: 130 ms

YV260 (the product featured in this catalog)
Supports simultaneous image capturing
from 4 triple-speed cameras.
Camera 1
Camera 2
Camera 3
Camera 4

11 ms
11 ms
11 ms
11 ms

4 ms
Now 1/5 of previous total time

4 ms
4 ms
4 ms

Total processing time: 27 ms
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Image processing: Template matching with subpixel precision

Non-stop Alignment System
Chip Mounter
1 Picks up IC chips

2 Detects positions of IC chips

1 Detects substrate position

3 Places IC chips on substrate

Camera 2
Linear Motor

Y, Z, θ

Camera 1

IC chip supply tray

Chip camera (fixed)
[External trigger shutter camera]
Captures an image at the preset position
within the camera’s field of view while
chips are moving and searches for any
deviations in chip position.

Picks up IC chips from the tray
using four attachment nozzles.

Substrate for mounting IC chips

Substrate camera (moving)
[External trigger shutter camera]
Searches for any deviations in
the position of the substrate.

Corrects any deviation in the
position of the substrate where IC
chips are to be mounted and that of
the chips while the chips are
moving, and then mounts the chips
on the substrate.

IC chip

Nozzle center
<Main Image Processing Functions>

1. Pattern matching
2. Subpixel edge detection
Note: The number of nozzles may differ
depending on the actual device.

Chip 1

Chip 2

Chip 3

Chip
4

Substrate

MYVIS Solutions
1 Non-Stop Alignment
The image was captured and the correction values calculated while the chip was in motion, so there is no need to stop the machine.
This also improves precision because vibration of workpieces caused by machine stops has been eliminated.
2 Automatic Calibration
By using automatic calibration, the coordinates of the moving stage are automatically adjusted
to be in agreement with the coordinates of the detected image.
Note: By using MECHATROLINK communication, the MYVIS can also constantly receive the
current position values of the servo axes while processing the data at high speeds.
3 External Trigger Shutter Cameras Supported
The image of a fast-moving object can be captured at the present position within
the camera’s field of view with no deviation. The same trigger can be set for all
cameras, or a different trigger can be set separately for each.
4 High-precision Subpixel Detection Mode (Template Matching)
This shows the position detection of the crown and second hand of a watch
being moved by a linear servomotor at a speed of 1000 mm/s. The detected
Detection precision with an effective precision of 1/5 to 1/10 of a pixel
position of the crown is within 2 to 3μm, though one pixel is 80μ m. The
has been achieved in actual operation.
MYVIS can detect a moving object such as this with unmatched precision.
System
Configuration

Image from camera 1

Image from camera 2

SVB-01
module

MP3300
Machine Controller
Operation panel
Ethernet

Monitor

MECHATROLINK-III

Chip attachment nozzle section: 9 axes
MECHATROLINK-II

Camera 1

Moves the nozzle along the Y-axis.
Rotates the nozzle for θ degrees.
Moves the nozzle vertically.

Stage coordinate data
Position correction data

Camera 2

Series

Linear servomotor: 2 axes
MYVIS YV260
Series

Moves the attachment nozzle
along the X-axis
Moves camera 2.
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System Configuration Components
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System Configuration
The diagram shows a system where the MYVIS is connected to other devices with the open motion network MECHATROLINK communication.
The MYVIS can receive the current position data from several connected servomotors sequentially. This enables the MYVIS to calibrate machine
coordinates at a high-precision, achieving an accurate calculation for correction.
Simultaneous capture of images from
two cameras increases the processing speed.

MP3300
Machine Controller

SVB-01
module

Monitor
Camera 1

Camera 2

MECHATROLINK-II

MECHATROLINK-III

Stage coordinate data

Connected to other
devices such as I/O
devices, stepping
motors, and inverters.

Position correction data
Detects two alignment marks.
Obtains the amounts to be adjusted
in the machine coordinate system,
and then correct the positions
accordingly.

Series

MYVIS YV260

Advantages of MECHATROLINK
Machine controllers in the MP 3000 series
automatically recognize the devices linked by
MECHATROLINK communications and allocate
registers according to the functions of each device.
One 32-byte data register is allocated for each the
input and the output of the MYVIS. With these
registers, the MYVIS receives the current position data
of each servo axis and sends the correction data. If
the transmission cycle of the machine controller is set
to 0.5 ms, 32-byte data will be sent and received
according to the timing shown on the right.

The transmission timing of when
the MYVIS sends or receives data
depends on that of the machine
controller. The response time will
be between 3 ms and 4.5 ms.
MP

Sends a command.

Receives a response.

4.5 ms max
Sends a command.

3 ms min

YV260

Transmission cycle: 0.5 ms

Receives a command.

Sends a response.

: Machine controller transmission timing
: MYVIS YV260 transmission timing (cycle time: 2 ms)

MECHATROLINK I/O Register Allocation Example for Machine Controllers
MP3000 series machine controllers send and receive data to/from the MYVIS by using the 50h (DATA_RWA) commands of MECHATROLINK-II.
The table shows one example of this alignment system.

When MECHATROLINK-II 32-byte mode is used

Data (27 bytes)

Header (5 bytes)

Byte
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

MP Register

−
OW xxx0
OW xxx1
OL xxx2

Data Details
System master command (03h)
System command code (50h)
Used by the system
Used by the system
Command code to MYVIS
Alignment stage
Current position data of servomotor axis X

MP Register

−
IW xxx0
IW xxx1
IL xxx2

(The machine controllers use this data to tell the
servomotor axis X to make a correctional move.)

(The MYVIS calculates corrections with this data.)
OL xxx4

IL xxx4

Alignment stage
Current position data of servomotor axis Y

Data Details
System slave response (01h)
System response code (50h)
Used by the system
Used by the system
Response code from MYVIS
Alignment correction value (X)

Alignment correction value (Y)
(The machine controllers use this data to tell the
servomotor axis Y to make a correctional move.)

(The MYVIS calculates corrections with this data.)
Omitted

29
30
31

OW xxxE
OW xxxF

Reserved

IW xxxE

Reserved

IW xxxF

MYVIS is running (low-order bytes)

Open network communications are ready for use with the MP3000 series machine controller and the MYVIS. All you have
to do is connect the cables and set the channels. Programming is simplified because the data needed can be sent and
received by simply reading and writing to the I/O registers. The 0th byte of 32 bytes, and low-order bytes OWxxx0 or
IWxxx0 and OWxxx1 or IWxxx1 are system areas. The machine controllers and the MYVIS cannot use these areas.
OWxxx0 and IWxxx0 are starting addresses for the registers of machine controllers.
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Components
MP3000 Series

Machine Controllers Bring Maximum Performance from AC Servo Drives

A complete lineup is provided so that you can achieve the ideal system for your system scale and ideal movement.
Yaskawa provides many functions, performances, and services to support you throughout the machine life cycle.

MP3100 Board Type
Easily achieve motion control in a PC
The MP3100 Machine Controllers enable high-speed, large-capacity data processing through
a system that uses a PC.

MP3200 Unit Connection Type

MP3100

Ideal machine performance that integrates motion, vision, and robot systems
The MP3200 Machine Controllers are top of the line for applications that require a revolutionary
system that combines vision and robot control with high speed and fast response.
MP3200

MP3300 Modular Type
-series AC Servo Drives
Combine these Machine Controllers with
to achieve the motion control that you need.
The MP3300 Motion Controllers provide system solutions based on solving FA equipment
problems while addressing environmental and energy saving needs.
With these Machine Controllers, you can combine Base Units, CPU Modules, and Optional
Modules according to your control scale, control panel size, and networking needs.

Series

MP3300

AC Servo Drives Boost Quality and Productivity

Outline
While boasting the worldʼs highest performance as a matter of course,
this
Series features further improvements in safety, an environmentally
friendly design, etc. that dovetail with newly emerging requirements.
This series offers solutions that assure satisfaction in every possible
scenario for the lifecycle of the systems in which it is used.

● SERVOPACKs

Features
Two-axis SERVOPACK
Single-axis
Two-axis
SERVOPACK SERVOPACK with Built-in Controller

1 The high performance of the
SERVOPACKs translates into
ultrahigh-speed and ultra-high-accuracy control.
・3.1 kHz response frequency
・Improved vibration suppression

● Option

Modules

【Example】

Vibration at two different low frequencies is
suppressed simultaneously, which shortens
positioning time and improves productivity.

No
vibration
occurs

位置偏差
2 Yaskawaʼs original tuning-less function has undergone further development.
装置先端の振動

・Response is about twice as fast as before and requires no adjustment.
・Stable operation is assured even in systems with load fluctuations.

3 The

揺れなし !

Servo Drives can be used in harsh environments and位置指令速度
conserve energy.

・Can be used in high altitudes up to 2,000 meters above sea level and a maximum

ambient temperature of 60 C (when used with derating)

INDEXER
DeviceNet
ModuleModulemounted
mounted
SERVOPACK SERVOPACK

Safety
Fullyclosed Module
Module

位置決め完了信号

・Regenerative energy of multiple axes can be used by replacing the existing

amplifiers with 2-axis SERVOPACKs or using a DC bus connection.

・Waterproof protective structure upgrade to IP □ 7 rating (Excluding some models)

● Servomotors

4 Systems can be operated safely because the
Servo Drives
comply with safety standards and safety is ensured by monitoring.
・Satisfies requirements of the SIL3 of the IEC 61508 functional safety standards.
・Temperature sensors directly monitor the temperatures of SERVOPACKs and

Rotary
Servomotor

Direct Drive
Servomotor

Linear
Servomotor

Servomotors.

5 Uses MechatroCloud to manage and use customized information
(MechatroCloud is available in Japan only).
6 You can construct a system that exactly meets your requirements
using communications networks and the rich lineup of products
offered by Yaskawaʼs partner companies.
7 Compatibility with earlier series is assured.
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Development Environment and Examples of Functions

Development Environment
Prepare a program using C language for the SuperH RISC engine processor and MYVIS program functions.

Program Development Environments
SuperH RISC engine family C / C++ Compiler Package (Version 9.02 or later)
OS
Microsoft Windows 2000 / XP
The system menu is embedded in the MYVIS, so you can easily check the basic functions and performance of the
image processing before preparing any application programs.
For debugging, commercially available JTAG code debugger can be used. (Recommended: DR-01 debuggers
manufactured by Bitran Corporation)

Program Functions
More than 250 functions are available for the MYVIS. The following table lists the most-used functions.

Function Setting

Classification

Camera function

Function
Selects the image input mode (frame or line) for each camera.
Selects the random mode (1 pulse trigger, single VD, or V reset) for each camera.
Selects the trigger pulse width (8 μ s to 16 ms) for each camera.
Selects the image input mode (frame or field) for each camera.

Function Names
vset_picture_mode
vset_random_mode
vset_trigger_width
vset_field_mode

Image input method Selects the mirror image mode (disabled or enabled) for each camera.

vset_mirror_mode

External trigger signal
Selects whether to synchronize external trigger signals for each camera.
synchronization

vset_trigger_mode

Image memory

Specifies the image memory number (1,2,3 or 4) and the sub-plane number (1 to max.).
Reads the maximum number of sub-planes.

vselect_sub_plane
vget_sub_plane_info

Specifies the image memory to which multiple images are simultaneously captured when multiple cameras are used. vset_pic_plane
Inputs an image from one specified camera and stores it in the specified image memory.
Input image

Image Analysis

Reads the completion status of image input for multiple cameras (up to 4).

Image data preprocess

vpic

Starts simultaneous image inputs from multiple cameras (up to 4). Other operations can be
vpic_start
executed while image input is being underway, until confirmation of input completion.
vget_pic_end

Executes dilation and erosion with the image data of a specified image memory.

vpicture_morphology

Enlarges or reduces the image data of a specified image memory.

vpicture_transformation

Rotates the image data of a specified image memory.

vrotate_picture

Executes 3 × 3 filter processing with the image data of a specified image memory.
Executes inter-image operation for the image data of a specified image memory.

vfilter33
vinter_image_operation

Image data analysis Reads the histogram data of a specified image memory.
Executes single template matching (default: multiple detection).
Single template

vget_histogram

matching

Reads the coordinates of the matched template.

vget_tmpos

Template list
matching

Executes template list matching.

vtmread_chara

Reads the list of positions for each element in the template list.

vget_list_pos

vmatch

Executes connectivity analysis using blob perimeter data from the binary image prepared by ASIC. vanalyze_blob
Blob analysis

I/O

Image display

Training

Edge detection

Reads the number of detected blobs.

vblob_count

Selects a blob to read.

vsel_blob

Detects gray scale conversion points at specified conditions by horizontally scanning image data. vget_edge_posx
Detects gray scale conversion points at specified conditions by vertically scanning image data.

vget_edge_posy

Registration
Confirmation

Checks to see if a single template is registered.

venq_tm_no

Checks to see if elements in the template list are registered.

venq_tm_list_element_no

Registration
Execution

Executes the training of a single template.

vtrain_tm

Image output

Image data

Parallel I/O
function

Executes the training of elements in the template list.
vtrain_tm_list_element
Selects the monitor display mode for images (field memory, image memory, 2 cameras at once, or 4 cameras at once). vdisp
Reads monitor display modes (VGA/XGA).
vget_monitor_type
Reads camera image size (number of horizontal pixels / number of vertical pixels).

vget_capture_size

Specifies the area of image to be displayed in the monitor by containing the area within a rectangular frame.
Specifies image display mode (1:1 Pixel/Fit Image).

vset_camera_disp_area

Reads the enlargement/reduction rate for the image currently displayed in the specified display area.

vget_disp_scale

vset_disp_mode

Selects the function of parallel I/O (IN_12 to IN_15 and OUT_12 to OUT_15): generalvset_io_function
purpose I/O (IN)/individual camera trigger, general-purpose I/O (OUT)/trigger output

Sample Programs
The below of sample program is stored in the CD provided for development.
A sample program for template matching and blob analysis using megapixel cameras that can be operated by the YV260 alone
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Specifications

Operating Environment
Classification

Specifications
Ambient operating temperature 0 to +50˚C (0 to +55˚C for board type)
Ambient storage temperature

Ambient operating humidity
Environmental
Ambient storage humidity
conditions
Pollution degree
Corrosive gas
Operating altitude
Mechanical
conditions

Electrical
conditions
Installation
requirements

Vibration resistance

− 20 to +70˚C
35 to 90%RH (with no condensation)
10 to 95%RH (with no condensation)
Pollution degree: 1
No flammable gas or corrosive gas
2000 m max above sea level
Frequency: 10 - 57 Hz, vibration amplitude: Single-amplitude of 0.075 mm
Frequency: 57 - 150 Hz, vibration amplitude: a fixed acceleration of 9.8 m/s2

Shock resistance

Shock level: Peak acceleration of 98 m/s2 (10G)
Durations: 11 ms, twice in each direction X, Y, and Z

Noise resistance

Power supply noise (fast transient): ± 2 kV, for 1 minute (excluding board type)
Radiation noise (fast transient): ± 1 kV, for one minute (excluding trackball)

Static electricity

Contact discharge: ± 4 kV, air discharge: ± 8 kV, 10 times (excluding board type)

Ground

Ground to 100 Ω or less

Cooling method

Natural convection cooling

Power Supply Specifications
AC type
DC type
Board type

85 to 265 VAC, 30 W
24 VDC ± 20%, 1.3 A max
12 VDC ± 5%, 2.5 A max

Standard Specifications
Standalone (Unit type)

Item

Analog Camera Type

Camera Link Type
JEVSA-YV260 □ 2-E

Model

JEVSA-YV260 □ 1-E

Image processing

Gray scale pattern matching, binary image analysis etc.
Main CPU: SH-4A (600 MHz), sub-CPU: SH-2A (200 MHz)

CPU
Image processing LSI
hardware
Pre-processing

Memory

Image input

Application program
Backup memory

256 KB CMOS (for saving parameters)

Template storage memory CF cards (2 GB max)
Image memory-frame memory 4096 × 4096 × 8 bits × 4 images (can be used as 640 × 480 × 8 bits × 192 images)
Image memory-template memory 16 MB
New EIAJ 12-pin connector × 4
Camera Link (26-pin MDR) × 4
VGA (640 × 480) to QSXGA (2440 × 2048)

Camera interface

VGA (640 × 480) to SXGA (1280 × 960)

Camera power supply

Black and white 8 bits, four A/D conversion channels Base Configuration, PoCL
12 V, single unit: 400 mA max, total unit: 1.2 A max

Camera sync mode

Internal/external sync
Internal sync
Random trigger shutter supported Sync-nonreset, sync-reset, and single VD or V reset
Simultaneous capture
Four cameras (the total horizontal drive frequency of the cameras must be within 160 MHz)

Look-up table
Monitor output
Monitor

FPGA
Inter-image operation (addition, averaging, subtraction, difference), filter (3 × 3), dilation/erosion
512 KB (flash memory)

Image display
Field network
LAN (Ethernet)
Serial communication

Gray level conversion (LUT), miller mode
VGA, XGA (color), 15-pin D-sub
Full screen or partial display for one camera, composite screen for two or four cameras,
gray level conversion (supports binary display)
MECHATROLINK-I / II
10BASE-T/100BASE-TX
RS-232C × 2 channels (115.2 kbps)

Parallel I/O

Output: 16 general-purpose (4 are reserved for flashlight output or other uses) and
2 alarm outputs (24 VDC, photocoupler insulated)
Input: 16 general-purpose (4 are reserved for individual triggers or other uses), 3 operating
mode switches, and 1 for trigger (24 VDC, photocoupler insulated)

Track ball

USB mouse

Interface
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External Dimensions, Product List, and Camera List

50

Side B

50

Not provided for MYVIS using a DC power

5

Front view

12.5

90
213
226

(202)
195

Side A: Rear
(DC type)

Side A: Rear
(DC type)

15

Approx. mass: 2.5 kg

195

15

Side B: Rear

Product List

Approx. mass: 1.1 kg
Name

Unit with standard
specifications

MYVIS

Model

Description

JEVSA-YV260A1-E

100/200-VAC power supply, A 100-V power supply cable for the analog
camera is attached.

JEVSA-YV260A2-E

100 / 200- VAC power supply, A 100- V power supply cable for the
Camera Link is attached.

JEVSA-YV260D1-E

24-VDC power supply, A CE-compliant power supply cable for the
analog camera is not included.

JEVSA-YV260D2-E

24-VDC power supply, A CE-compliant power supply cable for the
Camera Link is not included.

Unit with CE marking

JAVSA-YV260S1-E
JAVSA-YV260S2-E

Board type

Cable

15

21

Side A: Rear
(Camera Link type)

195

71.6

15

Software

5

Top view
(202)
195

(202)
195

(202)
195

Side A: Rear
(Analog camera type)

215
225

21
54.6

Top view

5

Side view

5

215
225

Air
exhaust
direction

Nameplate
for model number

50

Air inlet
direction

Air vent

5

5

5
50

R2.

50
15

195

11.5

90
215
226

50
15

75
80

Side A

5

Board Type

12.5

Unit Type

For more details, please visit our website to download
dimensions in PDF or DXF file format.

5
11.5

Dimensions Units: mm

1.6
5

MYVIS YV260

Program-development
software package
Power cable for YV260D -E

For analog cameras
For Camera Link

JZVSA-CD260

CD - ROM contains a header file, a library, a section definition file,
sample programs, and an electric manual file.

JZVSA-C25-E

For 24-VDC power supply, cable length: 2 m (same as for YV250-E)

*

：When using the MYVIS with a 200-VAC power supply, do not use the attached cable, as it may damage the device.

Use a 200-VAC power supply cable instead (not included).
Note: A 12-VDC power supply cable for the board type MYVIS must be prepared by the customer.

Camera List
Black-and-White/Color*1 Camera with Digital Interface
Manufacturer
Sony
Corporation

Product
XCL-5005
XCL-C30*2

2448 × 2048
640 × 480

XCL-C280*2

1920 × 1440

CSCV90BC3

640 × 480
1024 × 768
1360 × 1024
1600 × 1200
1600 × 1200
1600 × 1200
640 × 480
640 × 480
1024 × 768
1600 × 1200
1600 × 1200
1280 × 1024
1600 × 1200

CSCX30BC3

TOSHIBA
CSCS20BC2
TELI
CSCU15BC18
CORPORATION
CSCU30BC18
CSCU30CC18
KP-F30PCL
KP-F31PCL
KP-F80PCL

Hitachi
Kokusai
KP-F200PCL
Electric, Inc. KP-F230PCL
KP-FD140PCL
KP-FD202PCL

*
*

Resolution

Frame Rate CCD Size

15 fps
130 fps

2/3
1/3

(2ch) 26 fps，
1/1.8
(1ch) 15 fps

90 fps
30 fps
20 fps
15 fps
30 fps
30 fps
60 fps
120 fps
36 fps
15 fps
30 fps
30 fps
30 fps

1/3
1/3
1/2
1/1.8
1/1.8
1/1.8
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/1.8
1/1.8
1/2
1/1.8

Black-and-White Camera with Analog Interface
Manufacturer

Product
XC-ST70/50/30
XC-ES50/30

XC-56
Sony
Corporation XC-HR50/57
XC-HR70
XC-HR90
CS8630i
TOSHIBA
TELI
CS8560BD，
CORPORATION CS8570D
TI-124A II，
Nikko Denki TI-324A III
Tsushin
TI-400A
Co., Ltd.
TI-480A

1: The green shaded areas are for color cameras.
2: Available with software version 1.40 or later.
Note: When compatible cameras are added, the added cameras can be used by updating the camera file.
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Resolution

Frame Rate CCD Size

2/3，1/2，1/3
1/2，1/3
1/3
1/3，1/2
1/3
1/3
1/3

640 × 480

30 fps

640 × 480
640 × 480
1024 × 768
1280 × 960
640 × 480

30 fps
60 fps
30 fps
15 fps
30 fps

640 × 480

60 fps

1/3，
1/2

640 × 480

30 fps

1/2，
2/3

640 × 480
640 × 480

30 fps
60 fps

1/3
1/3

Product Information
e-Mecha Site (http://www.e-mechatronics.com/en/)
To see details on Yaskawaʼs controllers, click Controllers on Yaskawaʼs Products and Technical Information
website.
Users can download catalogs, manuals, and dimensional drawings from the e-mechatronics website.
Note: Users must register as members to use some of these documents.

MYVIS product information of e-Mecha site

Third-party Trademarks in this Catalog
Ethernet is a registered trademark of the Xerox Corporation.
Windows is a trademark or registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation.
SuperH RISC engine family is a registered trademark of the Renesas Technology Corp.
CompactFlash is a registered trademark of the SanDisk Corporation, and the CompactFlash and CF logos and trademarks are
licensed at no charge and royalty-free to CompactFlash Association (CFA) members.
MECHATROLINK is the trademark of MECHATROLINK Members Association.
Camera Link is a registered trademark of the Automated Imaging Association (AIA).
This catalog may contain other proprietary names and copyright notices.
Trademark symbols (TM and ®) do not appear with product or company names in this catalog.

Software
The MYVIS uses the KASAGO TCP/IP by Zuken Elmic, Inc.
The MYVIS uses the Ricoh bit map font developed and sold by Ricoh Co., Ltd.
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MYVIS YV260
IRUMA BUSINESS CENTER (SOLUTION CENTER)
480, Kamifujisawa, Iruma, Saitama, 358-8555, Japan
Phone +81-4-2962-5151 Fax +81-4-2962-6138
http://www.yaskawa.co.jp

YASKAWA AMERICA, INC.
2121, Norman Drive South, Waukegan, IL 60085, U.S.A.
Phone +1-800-YASKAWA (927-5292) or +1-847-887-7000 Fax +1-847-887-7310
http://www.yaskawa.com

YASKAWA ELÉTRICO DO BRASIL LTDA.
777, Avenida Piraporinha, Diadema, São Paulo, 09950-000, Brasil
Phone +55-11-3585-1100 Fax +55-11-3585-1187
http://www.yaskawa.com.br

YASKAWA EUROPE GmbH
Hauptstraβe 185, 65760 Eschborn, Germany
Phone +49-6196-569-300 Fax +49-6196-569-398
http://www.yaskawa.eu.com E-mail: info@yaskawa.eu.com

YASKAWA ELECTRIC KOREA CORPORATION

35F, Three IFC, 10 Gukjegeumyung-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 07326, Korea
Phone +82-2-784-7844 Fax +82-2-784-8495
http://www.yaskawa.co.kr

YASKAWA ELECTRIC (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD.
151, Lorong Chuan, #04-02A, New Tech Park 556741, Singapore
Phone +65-6282-3003 Fax +65-6289-3003
http://www.yaskawa.com.sg

YASKAWA ELECTRIC (THAILAND) CO., LTD.

59, 1st-5th Floor, Flourish Building, Soi Ratchadapisek 18, Ratchadapisek Road, Huaykwang, Bangkok 10310, Thailand
Phone: +66-2-017-0099 Fax: +66-2-017-0799
http://www.yaskawa.co.th

YASKAWA ELECTRIC (CHINA) CO., LTD.
22F, One Corporate Avenue, No.222, Hubin Road, Shanghai, 200021, China
Phone +86-21-5385-2200 Fax +86-21-5385-3299
http://www.yaskawa.com.cn

YASKAWA ELECTRIC (CHINA) CO., LTD. BEIJING OFFICE
Room 1011, Tower W3 Oriental Plaza, No.1, East Chang An Ave.,
Dong Cheng District, Beijing, 100738, China
Phone +86-10-8518-4086 Fax +86-10-8518-4082

YASKAWA ELECTRIC TAIWAN CORPORATION
12F, No. 207, Sec. 3, Beishin Rd., Shindian Dist., New Taipei City 23143, Taiwan
Phone: +886-2-8913-1333 Fax: +886-2-8913-1513 or +886-2-8913-1519
http://www.yaskawa.com.tw

In the event that the end user of this product is to be the military and said product is to
be employed in any weapons systems or the manufacture thereof, the export will fall
under the relevant regulations as stipulated in the Foreign Exchange and Foreign
Trade Regulations. Therefore, be sure to follow all procedures and submit all relevant
documentation according to any and all rules, regulations and laws that may apply.
Specifications are subject to change without notice for ongoing product modifications
and improvements.
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